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Abstract—Benchmarking is nowadays an issue on robotic
research platforms, due to the fact that it is not easy to
reproduce previous experiments and knowing in detail in which
real conditions other algorithms have been performed. Having
a web-based tool to configure and execute benchmarks opens
the door to new opportunities as the design of virtual tele-
laboratories that permit the implementation of new algorithms
using specific and detailed constraints. This is fundamental
for designing benchmarks that allow the experiments to be
made in a more scientific manner, taking into account that
these experiments should be able to be reproduced again by
other people under the same circumstances. In the context
of underwater interventions with semi-autonomous robots, the
situation gets even more interesting, specially those performed
on real sea scenarios, which are expensive, and difficult
to perform and reproduce. This paper presents the recent
advances in the online configuration tool for benchmarking,
a tool that is continuously being improved in our laboratory.
Our last contribution focuses on evaluating position controllers
for changing underwater currents and the possibility for the
user to upload its own controllers to the benchmarking tool to
get online performance results.

Keywords–benchmarking; underwater interventions; datasets;
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I. INTRODUCTION

Underwater manipulation using I-AUV (Autonomous Un-
derwater Vehicles for Intervention) allows the design of new
applications such as the one studied at the FP7 TRIDENT
project [1], where a black box from the sea bed was
autonomously recovered. To accomplish this, the use of the
UWSim (Underwater Simulator [2]) has been crucial, for
testing, integration and also benchmarking (see Fig. 1).

There are previous simulators for underwater applications,
which mainly have remained obsolete or are being used
for very specific purposes [3] [4]. Moreover, the majority
of the reviewed simulators has not been designed as open
source, which makes difficult to improve and enhance the
capabilities of the simulator. Moreover, there are other
commercial simulators such as ROVSim [5], DeepWorks [6]
or ROVolution [7]. However, they have been designed to
train ROV pilots, which is not the objective of our research.

On the other hand, the use of simulators to define specific
benchmarks for underwater interventions allows having a
platform to better compare, under the same conditions, the

Figure 1. Benchmark being executed in UWSim underwater simulator:
Girona500 I-AUV in water pool conditions (main scene) and visual tracker
(lower right corner virtual camera) for changing visibility conditions in the
scene.

efficiency of two different algorithms. Several definitions
of benchmarks have been proposed, but we will use the
one stated at [8]: “adds numerical evaluation of results
(performance metrics) as key element. The main aspects are
repeatability, independency, and unambiguity”. Some previ-
ous works on benchmarking have been performed in other
simulators such as [9] in Stage, [10] in USARSim and [11] in
Webots. However, this work describes both the development
of specific benchmarks and an online platform for comparing
algorithms. Moreover, in the context of underwater robotics
have not been provided any work of this kind before, for the
best of our knowledge.

In this paper, an online platform for the design of
configurable benchmarks is presented, that makes use of
the UWSim simulator. In particular, a specific benchmark
configuration to evaluate position controllers in changing
underwater currents is described. The controller uses the
reference input from visual tracking algorithms. The web-
based user interface allows the configuration of the controller



constants, and also uploading algorithms to be executed on
the platform. Moreover, different visual tracking algorithms
and parameters can be selected for each benchmarking
experiment.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED BENCHMARKING
SUITES & TOOLKITS

In the last years, several benchmarking suites have been
developed in the field of robotics. Many of them focus
purely on a specific sub-field of robotic research but, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, none of them is focused on
autonomous underwater vehicles.

In the grasping field, several suites have been presented
such as the OpenGrasp Benchmarking suite [12]. This
suite is a software environment for comparative evaluation
of grasping and dexterous manipulation using OpenGrasp
toolkit. It also provides a web-service that administers
available benchmarks scenarios, models and benchmarking
scores. The main drawback of this suite is the evaluated soft-
ware needs to be written in an OpenRAVE (Open Robotics
Automation Virtual Environment) plugin or it requires a glue
layer.

Another interesting benchmarking suite in the field of
grasping is VisGrab [13]. VisGrab is a Benchmark for
Vision-Based Grasping. This suite provides a software able
to evaluate vision-based grasp-generation methods. In this
case website only provides results publishing.

Motion planners, trajectory tracking and path planning
has been a very active research field around benchmark
metrics and benchmarking suites. In [14], authors describe
a generic infrastructure for benchmarking motion planners.
This infrastructure allows to compare different planners with
a set of measures. The key point of the contribution is
the easy to compare design due to ROS (Robot Operating
System) [15] MoveIt! integration.

Rawseeds [16], is a project focused precisely on bench-
marking in robotics, although it’s global nature has been
widely used for SLAM, localization, and mapping. The
Rawseeds project aim is to build benchmarking tools for
robotic systems through the publication of a comprehensive,
high-quality benchmarking toolkit composed of, datasets
with associated ground truth, benchmark problems based
on datasets and benchmark solutions for the problems.
Rawseeds’ Benchmarking Toolkit is mainly targeted at the
problems of localization, mapping and SLAM in robotics
but its use is not limited to them. Unfortunately this project
lacks of an automated comparison system.

Finally there have been proposals of web-based bench-
marking suites such as [17] where authors propose an
interesting test-bed architecture for benchmarking of visual
servoing techniques. In this work, authors suggest the use
of an Internet-based architecture that allows users to upload
their algorithms to be tested. The proposed system archi-
tecture of an Internet robotic system allows the upload of
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Figure 2. Benchmarking module flow diagram: a benchmark configuration
is loaded into the benchmark module, and a scene is loaded into the
simulator. Then, the benchmark module produces some results that can
be logged for posterior analysis.

a Matlab code to control a robotic arm/hand by means of
visual servoing techniques.

III. UWSIM: A 3D SIMULATION TOOL FOR
BENCHMARKING AND HRI

UWSim1 [18] is an open source software tool for vi-
sualization and simulation of underwater robotic missions
(see Figs. 1 and 2). The software is able to visualize
underwater virtual scenarios that can be configured using
standard modeling software and can be connected to external
control programs by using the ROS interfaces. UWSim
is currently used in different ongoing projects funded by
European Commission (MORPH [19] and PANDORA [20])
in order to perform HIL (Hardware in the Loop) experiments
and to reproduce real missions from the captured logs.

Recently, a benchmarking module for UWSim has been
developed [21]. Like UWSim, this module uses ROS to
interact with other external software. The ROS interface
permits users to evaluate an external program which can
communicate both with the simulator (which can send
commands to perform a task) and with the benchmarking
module (which can send the results or data needed for
evaluation). Detailed information on how to configure and
run a benchmark in UWSim can be found in [22].

IV. THE BENCHMARKING ONLINE EXCECUTION

A. The configuration and visualization web server

The benchmarking execution architecture can be seen
in Fig. 3. The online server2 (robotprogramming.uji.es)
listens to web requests and serves the pages. Moreover,
it also acts as an intermediary with the simulation server
(arkadia.act.uji.es), which is inaccessible from the outside
(as it pertains to the internal network servers in the domain
uji.es and is protected by a firewall ), redirecting to it the
calls from rosbridge and mjpeg_server. This way,

1Available online: http://www.irs.uji.es/uwsim
2Available online: http://robotprogramming.uji.es
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Figure 3. Interaction diagram of the configuration web service and
benchmark execution.

the interaction with the simulation server is transparent to
the client, which only makes calls through the JavaScript
interface for rosbridge and receives streaming video
using mjpeg_server and results through rosjslib.

B. The benchmarking execution service

The functionality of the web execution service can be seen
in Fig. 4. First, the user selects the desired configuration
options through a form. This form allows the user to choose
among different benchmarks and algorithms to evaluate. At
the time of writing, visibility and current benchmarks are
already functional and available online. The system is also
prepared to execute pattern recognition benchmarks, but this
option is not yet fully operational. Moreover, in the case of
the currents benchmark, the user can provide the source code
of the controller to be executed, simulated with data and
evaluated by the system. In the future, the user will be able
to choose if the benchmarking results and the algorithms
can be published on the website, to be compared with the
algorithms from other users.

Once the user has configured the desired options,
the benchmark is executed online. To do that, the
/uwsimRequest service that is called, makes use of
rosbridge, which is a message that contains a dictionary
of keys and values in the form of two vectors. Those vectors
store the configuration options selected by the user, and are
sent to the webInterfaceLauncher ROS node located
in the simulation server that is responsible for executing
the request. Similarly, the user can upload its own code in
the request, which will be stored on the server until the
execution. In this case, the code provided by the user will
replace the one already existing on the server by default.
Right now, it is only possible to execute code written in
Python but it is already planned to allow execution of code
written in C++, Matlab or Simulink.















































Figure 4. Networking diagram of the configuration web service and
benchmark execution.

V. THE BENCHMARKING WEB INTERFACE

The benchmarking web interface (see Fig. 5), allows the
user to configure and execute benchmarks remotely. In this
interface, users can execute and monitor the benchmark
execution, being able to see in real time the results that
the simulator is producing. It is also possible to download
raw results at any time for further processing.

A. Benchmark Configuration Screen

Besides executing benchmarks completely locally editing
configuration files, see [22], it is also possible to use the
benchmark configuration web tool [23]. In Fig. 5, a cur-
rents benchmark is being configured. Configuration options
include the choice between multiple position controllers and
trackers and many parameters such as Kp (proportional gain)
and Ki (integral gain) constants for controllers or similarity
functions and warps for trackers. After users have configured
the experiment they are able to run the simulation online.

B. Benchmark Execution Screen

While the benchmark is being executed, users can monitor
it, using the main feedback, the secondary feedback, and the
results provided by the web interface. The main feedback
displays the simulator view. Users can interact with it by
using the mouse, and can move through the virtual scene
while the benchmark is running, as they would do in the
local simulator (see Fig. 6).

The secondary feedback is placed at the right part of the
main simulator screen. In this feedback the most relevant in-
formation about the benchmark being executed is displayed.



Figure 5. Benchmarking configuration web interface for UWSim: under-
water currents benchmark configuration example.

In the case of the currents benchmark, the camera used by
the vehicle to position itself respect to the target is shown. As
in the visibility case, a green box displays where the tracker
thinks the target is. Furthermore, the chosen configuration
options are shown on the screen. As this section is reserved
for the benchmark output, it will show the most relevant
information depending on the executed benchmark.

Finally, the results zone shows real time charts created by
canvasJS. canvasJS is a powerful tool that allows data
charting on real time using HTML5, assuring compatibility
with different devices such as tablets, smartphones, etc. In
the case of the underwater currents benchmark, it shows
charts using the distance from the vehicle to target position,
and splitted charts using X axis error and Y axis error.
Depending on the selected benchmark, most relevant charts
are automatically displayed. Nevertheless, in future releases,
this output will be available to be choosen by the users. In
addition, raw data can be downloaded at any time in text
format by pressing the “Download raw data” button. This
feature allows to download the complete results data for
further analysis.

Figure 6. Benchmark execution web interface for UWSim: underwater
currents benchmark execution, showing main feedback, secondary feedback
and results sections.

VI. USE CASE: EVALUATING POSITION CONTROLLERS
FOR CHANGING UNDERWATER CURRENTS

Besides the example shown on previous work [24], where
a visibility tracker was introduced, the web-based bench-
marking tool has been extended now to a more realistic use
case. The goal is to maintain the vehicle (Girona500) in
a relative position from a target (blackbox) so it’s able to
start a manipulation intervention. In this case the software
architecture created to solve the problem consists of 4 pieces:

• Tracker: The tracker is the software which starts the
action finding the target on a camera and publishing
its position on the camera’s image. In this experiment
we make use of two different trackers: ViSP [25] and
ESM [26] with different configurable options available
to choose.

• VisualStationKeeper: It is the program that takes the
tracker’s position and converts it to the world’s dis-
tances (meters instead of pixels) and decides where
the vehicle needs to move, in order to be in the best
position to start a manipulation action, publishing the
error between the vehicle position and goal position. In
this case, it just tries to keep the vehicle on the top of
the object.

• Position controller: This controller is in charge of
deciding a velocity to reach the goal assigned by the
visual station keeper. The web-based benchmark tool
offers a P and PI controller, being able to change their
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Figure 7. Controllers comparison global error (distance to target position)
using Ki=0.02, Kp=0.5 on PI and Kp=0.5 on P controller.

constants, and it also provides an interface to upload
Python code to substitute the default controllers.

• Velocity controller: This program reads the velocity
reference from position controller and the vehicles
velocity measured from a DVL (Doppler Velocity Log)
sensor and decides the effort needed on each thruster
of the vehicle. The software provided in this case is a
proportional controller.

In order to be able to do multiple experiments at once,
every program receives on a ROS topic notifications when
the experiment is restarted. In this use case, every 120
seconds, the benchmark is restarted to increase perturbations,
that is, underwater currents velocity. Starting from no current
at all it tests from 0.1m/s to 0.4m/s in 0.1m/s steps.

Using this architecture, users can develop, test, compare
and improve their position controllers faster and easier than
using traditional methods, although further real experiments
are needed to achieve a fully working code.

A. Current Benchmarking Execution Results

The system has been tested with two different controllers.
As can be seen on Fig. 7, the P controller is not able to
reach a 0 error when current force increases. It is possible
to see this on the graph, as every 120 seconds, the system
is restarted using a higher current force. The error is able to
achieve depends on the current force. On the other hand, the
PI controller is able to reduce this error despite underwater
currents, as it was expected. Nevertheless, it’s sinusoidal
behaviour increases due to the sinusoidal nature of currents,
which PI controller is not completely able to compensate.

It is also possible to compare errors on X and Y axis
only. As underwater currents have its sinusoidal component
on Y axis the expected results are an increasing sinusoidal
error on it. This results are shown on Fig. 8. In the graph,
both controllers are centered on error=-5 pixels instead of
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Figure 9. Controllers comparison on X axis using Ki=0.02, Kp=0.5 on PI
and Kp=0.5 on P controller.

zero. This is caused by small errors on the tracker software
which is guiding the vehicle to this position instead of zero.
As can be seen, PI controller gets slightly better results, but
it is not able to completely neutralize sinusoidal currents.

On the X axis, an increasing error is expected for P
controller while PI controller should be able to drive the
error to zero independently from underwater currents. This
behaviour is depicted on Fig. 9. Although in stronger un-
derwater currents, PI controller needs around 40 seconds to
reach a zero error, it is able to do it, while P controller
stabilizes around 18 pixels error. Results when current force
is low or there is no current at all, are similar for P and PI
controllers.

Besides comparing two different controllers, it is also
possible to test different trackers and compare control results
depending on the tracker used. Most trackers do not present
big differences, but in general, the PI controller helps the



tracking task due to its smoother movements. Translation
warp is not suitable for this experiment because it restricts
target movements on Z, scale transformations, and after
some seconds is not able to find the target.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, recent advances on the online benchmarking
configuration tool for the UWSim (Underwater Simulator)
software have been presented, which permits the design of
specific experiments on autonomous underwater interven-
tions. More specifically, the simulator allows the integration,
in a unique platform, of the data acquired from the sensors in
a real submarine intervention and define a dataset, in order
to allow further experiments to work on the same scenario,
permitting a better understanding of the results provided
by previous experiments. The presented benchmarks focus
on the effect of underwater currents in the vehicle position
controllers. Using this tool, the end user can also test its
own developed controllers, obtaining detailed results of its
performance and being able to download the resulting data
for further analysis. As a work in progress, the online user
interface is being improved, so that it will be possible
for the user to launch the benchmarks experiments on the
server side, sending software to evaluate and compare using
different languages (C, C++, Python, MATLAB, Simulink),
and downloading or seeing the results online, without the
need to locally install any software.
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